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Investigative reporter and attorney Techno Fog obtained CDC emails

recently via a FOIA request that explain why they changed the definition

of “vaccine” and “vaccination” on their government website.

The simple answer is because the experimental “vaccines” did not work

and Americans were wising up to this fact. According to CDC emails this

was “problematic and people are using it to claim the COVID-19 vaccine is

not a vaccine based on our own definition”
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So rather than reporting the truth to the American public — the CDC

decided instead to change the meaning of the words “vaccination” and

‘vaccines.”

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

Why did the CDC change the definition of "Vaccine"?

We obtained CDC emails via FOIA for the answer.

CDC emails: 
Our vaccine definition is "problematic and people are 
using it to claim the COVID-19 vaccine is not a vaccine 
based on our own definition"

CDC Emails: Our Definition of Vaccine is "Problematic"
CDC: Problematic Vaccine? No, Problematic Definition of Vaccine.

technofog.substack.com

2:58 PM · Nov 2, 2021

10.3K See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter
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Via TechnoFog substack.

CDC emails we obtained via the Freedom of Information Act reveal CDC

worries with how the performance of the COVID-19 vaccines didn’t match

the CDC’s own definition of “vaccine”/“vaccination”. The CDC’s Ministry of

Truth went hard at work in the face of legitimate public questions on this

issue.

In one August 2021 e-mail, a CDC employee cited to complaints that

“Right-wing covid-19 deniers are using your ‘vaccine’ definition to argue

that mRNA vaccines are not vaccines…”

Getting no response, there was a follow-up e-mail a week later: “The

definition of vaccine we have posted is problematic and people are using it

https://technofog.substack.com/p/cdc-emails-our-definition-of-vaccine?justPublished=true
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to claim the COVID-19 vaccine is not a vaccine based on our own

definition.”

The change of the “vaccination” definition was eventually approved on

August 31. The next day, on September 1, they approved the change to the

“vaccine” definition from discussing immunity to protection…

Read the rest here.

At first glance, this looks like criminal activity. If a private company

played word games like this with their product the government would

have them shut down or fined. The CDC does this and nothing

happens.

These people just got caught in another major lie. It’s about time they

face justice.

https://technofog.substack.com/p/cdc-emails-our-definition-of-vaccine?justPublished=true
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Submit a Correction

Hello Commenters!

The Gateway Pundit is always committed to ensuring your voice can and

will be heard. To reinforce that commitment, we are switching our

commenting platform to Insticator. Don’t worry! All you have to do is create

a commenting account with Insticator, and then you will be able to link

past comments into your new Insticator account. For more information,

we’ve written an article that you can read HERE. If you have any feedback

or questions about your Insticator commenting account, please email them

at: commenting-help@insticator.com.

 Share  Gab  

Jim Hoft

Jim Hoft is the founder and editor of The Gateway Pundit, one of the top conservative news outlets in
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rob Nov 8

As I commented elsewhere, this de�nition means we can take
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ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine and say we've been

vaccinated, right? Because they 'stimulate the body’s immune

response',too.

Reply

Ye Olde Sage Nov 7

I watched the Wake Forest, North Carolina football game,

yesterday. At the end of the game at least 10,000 fans �ocked

onto the �eld in super close quarters. Similar sights from

previous weeks. No spike in the China virus. Masks are to keep

the herd under control.. Almost as ludicrous as requiring shots.

LET'S GO BRANDON



Reply

Phuck Joe Biden Nov 7

We need to abolish the CDC!! They are NOT A WATCHDOG!!! They

are for pro�t!! They should never have this power!! And they

de�nitely don’t super cede my constitution!!



Reply

YearoftheRats Nov 7

We should already know by now that the cdc, and the fda are as

corrupted as F! Nothing they put out should be trusted or

adhered to. They’re serving one purpose and that’s to continue

pushing the narratives that are being forced down our throats by

a very corrupt anti-American presidency.



Reply

Badoggoodog Nov 7

Democrats love to change the de�nitions of words to change

the narrative. Remember when “liberal” meant open minded,

compassionate and tolerant? Not close minded, hateful and

intolerant? It was not long ago. Then came Obama.
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Brandon Nov 7

NUREMBURG 2.021
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KrashmanVonStinkputin Nov 7

"The Science" c. 2021 is purely an art of linguistics.

Vaccines are no longer vaccines.

Natural immunity is no longer a thing.

Herd immunity is no longer a thing

Traditional therapeutics are very, very, dangerous.

Gain of Function does not include a man-made functional gain.

Masks are 80% e�ective (even when sitting on a restaurant

table)

Viruses are "Entities of EXCITEMENT"

Next they'll tell us.....

A Fifth Avenue bar is a candy bar with a cookie crunch

"The Science" c. 2021 is purely an art of linguistics.

Vaccines are no longer vaccines.

Natural immunity is no longer a thing.

Herd immunity is no longer a thing

Traditional therapeutics are very, very, dangerous.

Gain of Function does not include a man-made functional gain.

Masks are 80% e�ective (even when sitting on a restaurant

table)

Viruses are "Entities of EXCITEMENT"

Next they'll tell us.....

A Fifth Avenue bar is a candy bar with a cookie crunch
Show more

1 Reply

LoneRanger Nov 7

They may not have worked as "advertised" but they are working

as they planned... What didn't work was too many people

weren't stupid enough to take their "Vax".

If they haven't already, they will change the rules for what

constitutes a "pandemic" and what constitutes "emergency

use"... to cover the fact that there was/is neither.

It is clear that the globalists own the twisted "monopoly" game

we are playing. They are always the bankers controlling the

money. We get to run around the board collecting $200 and go

to jail for their amusement, while they collect rent and change

the game rules at will.

All we have to do is not play their game anymore. without us,

there is no game.

Stop feeding the parasites and they will die. Do not comply.



3 Reply

SWAMI Nov 7

Lmao. FALSE ADVERTISING!!!! If only they had promoted it as a

depopulation medication.
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Reply

Charles Bukowski Nov 7

Nazis. Everone of these people are Nazis and push their Nazism

agendas day in and day out. With mandates they shove Nazism

down your throat. I could send you all kinds of web sites to

back my theory of Nazism up but you cannot do that any longer
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